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Abstract
In the past few years, the exponential increase of clinical information and the usage of electronic
medical records motivated the application of automatic processing techniques for information extraction,
becoming a hot research topic for the community. In this sense, the MEDDOPLACE track proposes
several sub-tasks related to the location, normalization and classification of various kinds of entities
in medical documents in the Spanish language. This article describes the system proposed for the two
sub-tasks linked to localization and classification. The built system combines Recurrent Neural Network
with Language Models to face the sub-tasks. Concretely, we employed a Bidirectional Long Short-Term
Memory (BiLSTM) in conjunction with the Transformer model pre-trained RoBERTa for the location
sub-task and the pre-trained BERT model for sequence classification on the second sub-task. Although
the system got high positions on the leaderboard, the outcomes reveal a not-to-high performance of the
built system, exposing a high margin of improvement.
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1. Introduction

With the arrival of electronic format in hospitals, clinical text has increased drastically [1]. This
text contains a large amount of relevant information like places, facilities, nationalities, patient
movement, diseases, drugs, diagnoses, and treatment plans, among others [2, 3]. Hence, clinical
text mining is increasingly used in various domains due to its practical applications on diagnosis
prediction, reducing the gap between unstructured and structured information to provide more
rich datasets, and identifying human health risk assessments [4, 5, 6].

In health care, several studies have demonstrated that narrative text is more expressive, allow-
ing experts to describe patients’ stories accurately [7]. Hence, it is demanded to develop tools
that process this valuable narrative text and extract helpful knowledge to assist practitioners
[8]. In this sense, concept extraction is a subdomain of Natural Language Processing (NLP)
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employed computationally to analyze this unstructured textual data [9]. This technique aims
to identify related clinical concepts, which is a keystone to identifying clinical information,
organizing data into suitable representation for efficient analysis, and concentrating the useable
knowledge dispersed by healthcare professionals into various format files like clinical reports
and monitoring sheets [10, 11]. In this context, the MEDDOPLACE proposes the track [12]: a
set of shared sub-tasks that demands the development of tools for MEDical DOcument PLAce-
related Content Extraction. In this work, we describe the contribution of the two sub-tasks
which aim to locate and classify various types of entities. The proposed system combines three
Deep Learning Neural Network architectures, RoBERTa and BERT Transform models, and
Bidirectional Long Short-Term Memory (BiLSTM).

The remainder of the manuscript is organised as follows. Section 2, where the MEDDO-
PLACE’s sub-tasks faced are described. Section 3 details the hybrid system proposed for the
challenge. Section 4 presents and discusses the results achieved in the challenge. Finally, Section
5 summarises the findings harvested facing this challenge.

2. Task and dataset description

The shared task MEDDOPLACE, organized at IberLEF 2023 workshop, aims to detect different
kinds of places and related types of information, such as nationalities or patient movements, in
medical documents in Spanish. Specifically, it proposes four challenges. Sub-task 1: Location
Entity Recognition is an entity recognition task to detect mentions of locations and location-
related entities. Sub-task 2: Geographic Normalization aims at normalizing found locations in
Sub-task 1 by linking them to GeoNames, PlusCodes or SNOMED-CT codes. Sub-task 3: Entity
Classification is defined as a multi-class classification problem, where each entity located has to
be classified into these four classes of clinical relevance: (a) the patient’s origin place; (b) the
patient’s residence’s location; (c) a place where the patient has travelled to or from; (d) a place
where the patient has received medical attention. Finally, Sub-task 4: End-to-End Evaluation
is a task where all three tasks above are performed sequentially instead of being evaluated
individually. We participated in sub-tasks 1 and 3.

Concerning the MEDDOPLACE corpus is a collection of 1,000 clinical case reports (635,785
tokens) in Spanish from different medical specialities, but only 750 were provided as training
sets. The corpus was annotated following the guidelines of the annotation scheme created by
clinical and linguistic experts, who reviewed several location-related documents for defining an
annotation scheme, detailed enough and specialized to the clinical domain.

3. Methodology

The system presents a modular architecture of four modules: (i) pre-processor responsible for
encoding the training dataset into recognizable numbers by Deep Learning architectures. It
takes the text and its annotations and changes their representation into a numerical distribution;
(ii) two named entity-recognition models for location detection used for sub-task 1; (iii) a BERT
model that classifies entities found by the previous module for sub-task 3, (iv) the evaluator,
which quantifies the performance of both modules. It uses the test dataset for assessing the



performance of each sub-task module. Figure 1 depicts the system’s modular structure built for
the sub-tasks 1 and 3.

Figure 1: Architecture of the proposed system.

The system has been structured as a pipeline of modules since the sub-tasks proposed
in MEDDOPLACE have been configured as a list of connected methods to process medical
documents and locate and classify specific entities. Thus, the system works as follows. Firstly,
the annotating files are read and a new training dataset that combines the texts with the
annotated words is created. Then, the pre-processor module analyses the text and incorporates
the annotations following the BIO / IOB format (short for inside, outside, beginning). Next,
the resulting text, words and embedded annotations are encoded into a numerical distribution
that can be understood by neural networks. This mathematical representation is given to the
modified RoBERTa Transformer model for multilabelling and the BiLSTM located in sub-task 1
module to carry out the entity location. The RoBERTA model was configured by the following
hyperparameters: 514 for max_position_embeddings, a batch size of 32, 15 epochs, a learning
rate of 3e-5 and ”adamw_hf” as the optimizer. In the case of BiLSTM, the setting was 250, 256,
25, and ”rmsprop” configured by default, in the word embedding length, batch size, number of
epochs, and the optimizer, respectively. As a result, each model model returns its own list of
results, which are combined into one file, dropping the duplicated annotations. Thus, a list of
entities is provided in conjunction with their labels and offsets, which specifies the start and
end position inside the sentence. Then, each entity found with its sentence is provided to the
next module to proceed to classify them. In sub-task 3, we employed the BERT Transformer
for sequence classification to categorize the entities found. The setting utilized in this model
was: 512 for max_position_embeddings, a batch size of 32, 5 epochs, a learning rate of 1e5
and ”adamw_hf”. Finally, the evaluation module receives the test dataset and computes the
performance of both modules by employing the evaluation metrics.



4. Results

The metrics selected to evaluate the performance of the participant systems are precision, recall
and F1-score. The outcomes obtained by the proposed methods is studied independently. Hence,
regarding sub-task 1, one of the main limitations of our solution is that, when using transformers,
to achieve maximum precision it is needed to have a balanced dataset, it means that, for this
particular task, there should be a similar number of annotations for each specific label. The
provided annotated dataset did not meet this requirement, since we can find labels such as
GPE_NOM, DEPARTAMENTO and FAC_GEN with more than 1500 appearances, while other
labels such as IDIOMA and GEO_NOM appear less than 50 times. This situation resulted in
accuracies close to 0 in those tags, which ended up reducing the Macro F1 scores. To resolve this
limitation, we included a BiLSTM architecture since studies demonstrated its good performance
on named entity locations [13]. Therefore, we re-designed the system for that two architectures
carried out the sub-task 1 independently. Thus, the resulting entities list is made of a combination
of both outcomes. The results for each tag are depicted in Table 1. The columns represent the
tag, the precision, the recall, the f-score, the overlapping precision, the overlapping recall and
the overlapping f-score.

Table 1
Sub-task 1 scores

Tag Precision Recall F-score O_precision O_recall O_f

DEPARTAMENTO 0.48 0.69 0.56 0.51 0.74 0.60

FAC_GEN 0.37 0.57 0.45 0.39 0.61 0.48

GPE_NOM 0.56 0.53 0.55 0.59 0.56 0.58

FAC_NOM 0.42 0.61 0.49 0.56 0.82 0.67

TRANSPORTE 0.48 0.45 0.46 0.52 0.48 0.50

COMUNIDAD 0.59 0.21 0.31 0.59 0.21 0.31

GPE_GEN 0.22 0.42 0.29 0.34 0.63 0.44

GEO_GEN 0.33 0.58 0.42 0.37 0.65 0.47

GEO_NOM 0.55 0.50 0.53 0.55 0.50 0.53

TOTAL 0.43 0.57 0.49 0.47 0.63 0.53

Concerning the sub-task 3, we followed a similar approach to address sub-task, and faced
similar problems as in sub-task 1. After analysing the dataset, we found that the number of
classes was unbalanced, finding locations with the class ATENCION a total of 1387 times,
while locations with the class LUGAR-NATAL only appeared 333 times. However, for this
sub-task, we tried to balance the dataset by adding new sentences generated using ChatGPT
(https://chat.openai.com/). We oriented the platform to create sentences for the corresponding
labels, including the indexes where the word that represent the location is within the sentence
and including their corresponding classes for the tags RESIDENCIA, MOVIMIENTO and LUGAR-
NATAL, resulting in a final training dataset where every single class had around 1300 sentences

https://chat.openai.com/


in which they were represented. In order to create the sentences, we needed to orient the
platform towards understanding the context of the tasks at hand. Once the context was given,
we instructed Chat-GPT to create examples for each tag. Below, it is shown an example created
with this generative model.

"I want long medical sentences where locations appear. For each sentence, you need to provide me
with information about what the location represents. The locations can represent 5 different type of
things: Locations where people are cared for (hospitals, health centres, etc) , locations that represent
the residence of the patient (House, chalet, etc) , locations that represent the patients birthplace
(Spain, France, Germany, depending on the context) , a location that represents a movement from
one place to another and other locations."

Once we reviewed that the provided sentences, locations and classes were correct, we pro-
ceeded to tell the platform to provide 1000 sentences for each tag following a .csv format and
including the indexes where the word representing the location appeared in each sentence. Be-
low, an example of the prompt generated to query the Chat-GPT is shown and several examples
produced are compiled in Table 2.

"Now I need you to give me the data in a .csv format separated by commas. I need these columns:
sentence (the full sentence), word (the word that represents the location), class (the class of the
location), start (the start index of the location) and, end (the end index of the location)."

Table 2
Chat-GPT output for sub-task 3

sentence word class start end

Después de un largo día de trabajo, el paciente
regresó a su acogedora casa en el tranquilo vecin-
dario.

casa RESIDENCIA 71 75

"El paciente se desplazó en moto de agua para
explorar la costa y sentir la emoción del mar."

"moto" MOVIMIENTO 27 31

"Hombre de 33 años, natural de Francia, que ha
viajado por toda Europa por su trabajo como con-
sultor"

"Francia" "LUGAR-NATAL" 30 37

The results for each tag in sub-task 3 are presented in Table 3.

5. Conclusions

This article details the system proposed for the shared sub-tasks included in the MEDDOPLACE
track, which provides varied resources for identifying, normalizing and classifying location
entities in medical texts in the Spanish Language. In particular, the proposed system has been
designed for the identification and classification sub-tasks. For the first one, we combined two
Deep Learning Neural Network Architectures based on BiLSTM and RoBERTa Transformer
model. In the second one, we employed BERT for sequence classification model to classify
locations into their corresponding classes. The discovery of the issue of disparity in the classes
in the provided datasets motivated us to design a strategy to try to deal with it. This strategy



Table 3
Sub-task 3 scores

Tag Accuracy

ATENCION 0.33

MOVIMIENTO 0.3

RESIDENCIA 0.39

LUGAR-NATAL 0.41

OTHER 0.29

TOTAL 0.33

was based on integrating the ChatGPT in the resulting system pipeline to generate samples that
help us to reduce such disparity. Despite the efforts carried out the performance reached by the
system was not too much affected, meaning it is still work to accomplish with the proposed
methods and the dataset provided.

In future work, we would like to try more complex Neural Network Architectures to assess
their performance. Furthermore, one limitation that breaks the current system’s performance
is the reduced number of cases provided on the datasets. Despite we have tried to deal with
this problem by employing a generative model without a clear improvement, we believe that
employing other augmentation techniques could enhance the systems’ performance, and a
more detailed analysis of the data could provide clues about the issues affecting the methods
proposed.
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